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Much of the information on these pages is derived from the book “Project

Risk Quantification” by ValidRisk partner John Hollmann. Taken together, the

“Learn about” sections are a kind of digest of the book. There is a lot of

information here, some quite technical, but don’t be put off by it; the

ValidRisk tools are designed to be easy to use and understand by the user.

Mr. Hollmann was also the primary contributor to many applicable AACE®

International Recommended Practices that are referenced in these sections.

Note: It is recommended that ValidRisk users acquire the PRQ text because it

explains the research and technical basis of the methods in depth as well as

serving as a form of user guide through the application of a demonstration

model (available to book readers). Hard copies can be obtained from the

publisher. A Kindle version is also available from Amazon.

validrisk.com/Pub/Resources/Book

and its author John K. Hollmann

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SJPAl5L--l4&list=PLh7Uw83pqBftwVYssLeYRtJJUJ98qGqFw&index=1
https://validrisk.com/Pub/Resources/Book
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Author

PRQ, published in 2016, blazed a new trail in project risk quantification (or

perhaps re-blazed as discussed below). The author is John K. Hollmann PE

CCP CEP DRMP FAACE, owner of Validation Estimating LLC and ValidRisk

partner who was also the primary author of the AACE International® Total

Cost Management (TCM) Framework (2006). Mr. Hollmann also led

development of the AACE® Decision and Risk Management Professional

(DRMP) certification (initiated 2013) and continues to help develop AACE

Recommended Practices. However, in respect to the PRQ book, Mr.

Hollmann’s experience with Independent Project Analysis, Inc. (IPA) from

1998-2005 is perhaps most relevant as discussed below.

validrisk.com/Pub/Resources/Book

and its author John K. Hollmann

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SJPAl5L--l4&list=PLh7Uw83pqBftwVYssLeYRtJJUJ98qGqFw&index=1
https://web.aacei.org/resources/publications/tcm
https://web.aacei.org/certification/certifications-offered/expertise-certifications
https://web.aacei.org/resources/publications/recommended-practices
https://validrisk.com/Pub/Resources/Book
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The business manager who is framing the project and who, working with

decision analysis experts, will help decide on the investment,

The project manager, who will execute the project, and

The team members who analyze and communicate cost and schedule risk

for management’s consideration.

It describes proven, empirically-valid methods and tools applicable to

projects of all types and at all decision gates. The text is written for both the

manager and the risk analysis practitioner. It will help bring reliable accuracy

and contingency determination to your capital project organization.

This book fills a gap in the literature between general risk management texts

that touch lightly on risk quantification, texts on decision analysis that look

at all inputs to investment decisions (not just capital cost and schedule),

and texts for technical experts (“quants”) or consultants that dive deep into

statistics and modeling for all sorts of applications. It is focused on

aligning:

validrisk.com/Pub/Resources/Book

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SJPAl5L--l4&list=PLh7Uw83pqBftwVYssLeYRtJJUJ98qGqFw&index=1
https://validrisk.com/Pub/Resources/Book

